ABSTRACT. We find the limiting distribution ofl/a n Jjf V(B U )du,t G [0,1 ], where {B u }u>o is the standard Brownian motion on K d , V is a particular random potential and {a n } n >i is a normalizing sequence.
1. Introduction. In Kesten and Spitzer (1979) , the authors studied among other things the limiting behavior of (1.1) W n (t)/a n =l/a n £ & 4 
i.i.d random variables independent of the random walk and normalized in such a way that E(£ a ) = 0 and E(&) = 1.
They proved that when d-\ and a n -n 3 / 4 or when d > 3 and a n -n 1 / 2 , W n (-)/ a n converges weakly to a self-similar process; moreover the process is Gaussian if d > 3. The only open problem left was to study the case d = 2; it was conjectured that a n -(«logft) 1 / 2 was the appropriate normalization and the limiting distribution was Gaussian.
In this article, instead of considering W n as defined by (1.1), we study the following process rnt **(') = Jf 0 v (B u 
and it is easy to prove that r x or y -r x+y and the joint law /x of (£, U) is stationary and ergodic with respect to {r x } xe^d . Moreover the process {TB,(£, U)} t >o is a reversible Markov process and /x is an invariant ergodic measure for the process. The main result of this paper is that X n {-)j\jn\ogn converges weakly to a suitably scaled Brownian motion in the open case d-2. The proof that the conjecture of Kesten and Spitzer is true follows in an analogous way.
The study of the asymptotic behavior of So V(B u )du is motivated by the fact that this process plays an important role in the study of large deviations for diffusion processes with random coefficients (cf. Dawson and Remillard (1989) ).
In Section 2, we prove the following Theorem. 
where Z has the following represen-
tation: Z(t) = Jo° l t (x)dZ\(x) + JQ° l>t(-x)dZ2(x), where B,Z\,Z2are3 independent 1-dimensional Wiener processes and £ t (-) is the local time of
2. Proof of the theorem.
PROOF. Let X(t) = Jo V(B U ) du, t > 0, and let a 2 (t) = E(X 2 (tj)
, where £ stands for the expectation with respect to P <g> \i. Then
where /^ is defined in (c) above and 
It follows from Billingsley (1968) that {P0/io (X"/ n 3 / 4 )" 1 } n >j is tight. which completes the proof. 
PROOF OF b). Set a(t) = (tlogt
By definition Q = Ç £, + <& and £(£<") < « 4 . Therefore 
Now suppose that \>6>t -s>0. Then since X(t) -£* ikPt(k), P(A(n,e,6)n {\X n (t)-X n (s)\ > V2ea(n)})
It follows from Billingsley (1968) that
e for some finite constant K\ (ind. from 8 and e). Combining the last inequality with limlimsupP(A(«,e,<5) c ) = 0 we get (2.5) thus completing the proof of (2.3).
i _Mi
We will now prove (2.4). Set Y n = sup k p n (k) and q t (x) = j^e * . Clearly
where S n = {0<h<---<tj<n}.
Define h{t,x) =• S Tl q t (y -x)dy, x £ T 2 ,t > 0. By elementary calculus h(t,0) < h(Ux) < h(t,x 0 )Vx e r 2 , where x 0 = U, \). Therefore p(Y n > e) < (ea(n))~Jj\ n(joh(t,xo)dt)
. Now h(t,x 0 ) < 1 and for large t h(t,xo) ~ ^ so $Qh{t,xo)dt ~ 2^1ogn. Choosing j = 3, we get lim n _^0 0 P(y" > e) = 0 Ve > 0. Using this and Ptih) < /?"(£) V0 < t < n, k G Z 2 , we can prove easily that Since h(t,0) < h(t,x) < h(t,xo) t > 0,JC G T 2 ,x 0 = (5, 5), we get J 5f /ifes\, 0)/z(s 4 -53,0) ds < C\ (t) < Y ( JQ /I(S, JCO) ds ) , and we can easily check that C\ (t) ~ 3^ (log t) 2 
Suppose that t > s > 0. By stationary o\t -s) = E((X(t) -X(sj) J, so

E(T,kPt(k)Ps(k)) = \{o 2 (t) + CT 2 (S) -a 2 (t -sj) and it follows from A\ that
E(p kPnt (k)p ns (k)) ~ ±a\n).Thus 0 < E {^~^ J2{Pntj(k) -Pnt M (k))(pntt(k) ~(
